It Works:
Accelerate cross selling
with relevant and
highly targeted banner
ads in online banking

13%

of account holders say
their bank focuses on
customer engagement
“Retail Banking Outlook,” BAI, Nov. 2016

73%

of bankers say consumer
adoption of digital tech
is disrupting the industry

56%

saw improved customer
engagement with the use
of innovative digital strategies

Source: “Digital Innovation: The Readiness of Financial Services Firms,” Forrester, 2016

Even though they may rarely show up at your branch, bank customers and
credit union members expect you to know their name.
DeepTarget OLB (Online Banking) is a secure and intelligent display banner messaging engine that delivers
targeted, personalized offers to individual account holders each time they log into your online banking site.
As account holders navigate through various pages on your site, DeepTarget OLB automatically mines your
data for the perfect consumer product/services mix, and uses smart rules to deliver the right message
every time. Personalized offers are uniquely derived for each individual recipient and can contain their
name and an offer that is specific to them.

Effortless and Effective Customer Engagement
DeepTarget OLB utilizes an intelligent, rules-based generation of unique offers to account holders based
on their characteristics and needs. Utilizing targeted offers that are relevant has proven to dramatically
increase the acceptance of the offers. DeepTarget OLB selects and serves offers that range across your
entire spectrum of products and services. This allows banks and credit unions to cross sell, up sell, educate
and engage with their members and customers.
.

Actual Results from DeepTarget OLB in Just 30 Days
Campaign reaching 60,000 OLB Users
Impressions: 1,818,000
Click-Throughs:
680
Results: 654 New Sales Transactions
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DeepTarget OLB

Outstanding Return on Investment (ROI) for Hundreds
of Financial Institutions
Actual Results With
DeepTarget OLB in Just 30 Days
Campaign reaching 4,500 OLB Users
Impressions: 114,000
Click-Throughs: 554
Results: 76 New Sales Transactions
Using DeepTarget OLB, our clients have frequently achieved an ROI of more than 500%. And because
DeepTarget tracks who clicked and what they clicked on, information can be correlated to show accounts
opened after the click and the revenue generated by those new accounts for presentation as easy-to-consume
business analytics.

The Success of Our Clients Tells the Story
Within just 30 days, University Credit Union’s banner ads
generated 541 clicks and resulted in 76 sales transactions.

Digital Marketing That Really Clicks

“This has been a really successful
initiative for us. We look forward to
launching other creative campaigns.
DeepTarget solutions have been easy
to use and easy to measure.”

Matt Walsh
President/CEO, University Credit Union

DeepTarget OLB banners get strong results because they speak to your account holders on a personal level,
offering the products, services, information and advice most relevant to each individual. Highly actionable offers
are served up at times when a recipient has a high propensity for on-the-spot response. The platform combines
highly usable banner management with highly secure banner delivery.

About DeepTarget Inc.
Today, hundreds of DeepTarget digital marketing solutions are in use by credit unions and banks across the country. By
automating the use of customer information, these solutions deliver targeted product offers and pinpointed one-to-one
messaging to their banking customers through mobile banking, online banking, web and email all the while engaging them
in a seamless communications experience, wherever, whenever and however they bank. Expertise and technology from
DeepTarget with actionable analytics and metrics enables marketing professionals to make informed decisions and drive
measurable, positive results. The adoption of these solutions continues its rapid growth by driving success for financial
institutions - in accelerating cross-selling, promoting product adoption increasing loan demand and income. To see more
proven digital marketing successes, please visit the DeepTarget website.
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